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Launch of “MAJESTIC PRINCE” 

First Pachislot Machine in the HERO’S Project Series 

FIELDS CORPORATION (Head office: Shibuya-ku, Tokyo; President & COO: 

Takashi Oya) announces the nationwide release of the new pachislot machine from 

D-light Co., Ltd., “MAJESTIC PRINCE.”  

 

■ “MAJESTIC PRINCE” 

“MAJESTIC PRINCE” is an IP (Intellectual Property) jointly developed by Sotsu Co., 

Ltd. based around a world view and characters derived from researching sought-after 

hero images. It began comic serialization from the first issue of HERO'S Monthly in 

November 2011, and was later broadcast as a TV animation in collaboration with 

TOHO animation from April 2013. The comic and animation share the same world 

view, and this cross-media quality has been utilized in cultivating the IP. In February 

2014, a game was released in collaboration with BANDAI NAMCO Entertainment 

Inc., and now it is making its debut as a pachislot machine. 

 

■ First pachislot machine in HERO’S project series 

“MAJESTIC PRINCE” is the first pachislot machine of an IP from HERO'S Monthly 

magazine. 

The machine features an industry-first movable reel frame on a special chassis 

designed in the image of “RED FIVE,” the robot ridden by the hero Izuru Hitachi. In 

addition, for “HERO RUSH” AT function, players can fully enjoy the feel of the 

original work with gameplay that changes according to different characters selected 

from members of the “Zannen 5” team to which Izuru belongs.  

 

 

This machine is not only for pachislot enthusiasts but a wide range of comic and anime fans. 
The “MAJESTIC PRINCE” machine is scheduled for delivery in November 2015 to pachinko halls throughout 
Japan. 
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